QEP Prompt

Instructions:

You are to respond to the writing prompt (below) in 500-750 words. The response should be written in English, typed (12-point font, double spaced), and demonstrate your most effective writing and thinking skills.

Prompt:

Think about a learning experience, either inside or outside the classroom that you had at Texas A&M University, reflect on it, and then respond to the following three questions:

1. Describe the experience (what did I hear, see, read, or do?).

2. What did I learn?

3. How has that experience

   o increased my curiosity or awareness about new content or issues (for example, what else would I like to know?);
   o caused me to seek more knowledge outside of the classroom;
   o empowered me to take responsibility for my own decisions and actions;
   o enabled me to apply or transfer my learning to a new setting or circumstance, and
   o helped me connect perspectives gained from other experiences, including courses, internships, co-ops, jobs, projects, study abroad, etc.?